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Some Important Dates

October 1982 - Ocean Science Board meeting
March 1983 - Small Cambridge meeting
June 1983 - Letter from Board on Ocean Science

and Policy to James Beggs, Adminsitrator of NASA
May 1984 - Boston Planning Meeting
September 1984 - The Woods Hole workshop
December 1984 - The workshop report was complete



Board on Ocean Science and Policy
ACTION ITEM

“As a result of discussions at the last OSB meeting, a
small group consisting of Baker, Broecker, McCarthy,
Steel and Wunsch met on March 22, 1983 to consider
the relations between plans for larger term research
on physical, chemical, and biological oceanography.

The following statement is the outcome of this 
meeting:”

AKA “The Truce”
Spring 1983



Excerpts:
“the planning and implementation of WOCE have a high
priority”

“At the same time, however, there should be consider-
ation of complementary programs concerned with the
distribution and fluxes of nonconservative constituents
…especially those involved in critical organic pathways”

“The extrapolation to large scales can be accomplished
by major expeditions such as GEOSECS & TTO, and by
the use of remote sensing instruments such as the OCI”



“it is now timely to consider the feasibility of a large
global-scale study involving measurements of the 
production, flux, and fate of nonconservative materials 
in the sea and the sea bed, and in exchange with the
atmosphere.”

“The interrelation [between these new studies and 
WOCE] and, where necessary, the separation between
these programs need careful consideration.”



Action

“The Board should consider appointing an ad hoc group
consisting of J. Baker, W. Broecker, J. McCarthy, 
J. Steele, and C. Wunsch to outline the scope of a 
scientific flux program and to request NAS program
initiation funds to hold meetings to discuss the 
feasibility of the study and to ascertain the interest
of the federal agencies.”



Lesson Learned

Sort out disciplinary turf wars before
wasting a lot of time on planning



“Coastal Zone Color Scanner” (CZCS) May 1979



The Ocean Science Board, having been disbanded,
was replaced by The Board on Ocean Science and 
Policy, with John Slaughter as chair.

In June 1983 Slaughter wrote to James Beggs, 
Administrator of NASA to report on the planning
For a global ocean flux study saying:

“remote sensing of… ocean color can potentially
revolutionize our view of ocean biological processes”

“a satellite incorporating the Ocean Color Imager will
be needed towards the end of this decade”



“… the Board has… established an ad hoc committee
chaired by John Steele to prepare a feasibility study
of global biogeochemical cycles in the ocean.”

“… your assurance of continued development of the 
OCI is needed.”

“Our views on the altimeter and scatterometer have
been the subject of previous correspondence.”



“… the Board has… established an ad hoc committee
chaired by John Steele to prepare a feasibility study
of global biogeochemical cycles in the ocean.”

“… your assurance of continued development of the 
OCI is needed.”

“Our views on the altimeter and scatterometer have
been the subject of previous correspondence.”



Planning Meeting for the 
Global Ocean Flux Study

Boston 8 May 1984

Participants:
N. Anderson (NSF), D.J. Baker (JOI), W. Broecker,
K. Bruland, R. Eppley, W. Esaias, G. Flierl, F. Herr (ONR),
S. Honjo, W. Jenkins, J. McCarthy, J. Steele



It was decided to convene a workshop in September
1984 at the Woods Hole NAS facility

Ken Bruland was asked to chair the Summer Workshop
and an invitation list was drawn up including ocean
Scientists from Canada, the U.K, France, and Germany  

Terms of Reference were drafted for the Summer 
Workshop



1) To determine whether we have the potential to obtain
ocean data on a global scale that could profoundly change
our understanding of the flux of critical chemical 
constituents.
2) To identify the immediate and long-term objectives
needed to achieve the Global Ocean Flux Program
3) If the ability is achievable, to determine the U.S.
role in such an international program.
4) To outline the immediate steps necessary to assure
that an appropriate program can be conducted within
the next decade.

Terms of Reference for the Summer Workshop



1984



About 60 scientists (from 7 nations) participated
and a broad overall goal was formulated



After 4 days of presentations of prepared papers 
and working group discussion/drafting sessions, 
thoughts turned to next steps, and an editing team 
consisting of Bruland, Brewer, Jumars, and McCarthy 
was elected to complete the report.





Lesson Learned

Academy Boards etc. can be useful.

But do they have similar relevance today?

To some degree this vetting role for science like
JGOFS occurs today as part of the IGBP and WCRP 
programatic function.



Some Important Dates

November 1982 - Ocean Science Board meeting
March 1983 - Small Cambridge meeting
June 1983 - Letter from Board on Ocean Science

and Policy to James Beggs, Adminsitrator of NASA
May 1984 - Boston Planning Meeting
September 1984 - The Woods Hole workshop
December 1984 - The workshop report was complete

One critical constant in all of this

John Steele



Another giant who was working behind the scenes…



Roger Revelle

Coined the phrase “biological pump”

November 1984 - Roger proposed to the now defunct 
Committee on Climate and the Ocean (CCCO) that a 
Program be launched to improve understanding of the
Carbon Dioxide Cycle in the Ocean with 2 objectives

1) Measurements of the constituents of the CO2 system
in surface and subsurface waters…

2) Studies of the interaction between biological activity
and atmospheric and oceanic carbon dioxide…





Lesson Learned

Old guys and gals can be helpful, but
at some point those who are going to do
the science for the next 10 - 20 years
have to take charge



“Coastal Zone Color Scanner” (CZCS) May 1979









June 1985



1986



1985-8





Lesson Learned

Support from multiple bodies can be
helpful, especially when going international



Lesson Learned

Support from multiple bodies can be
helpful, especially when going international,
and most especially when their ranks 
have been infiltrated



1986



McCarthy, Brewer, and Feldman 1986



…and the role of yet another Giant, Wally



“Modelling is a buzz word.  Of course it’s important but
it must be kept in its proper place.  That place is in the
design of data gathering strategies.  In summary: keep
to the focus! Cut off all those creepers.”

11 April 1985



Circa 1985















1986
Vladimir Kotylakov



1987





Lesson Learned

Don’t underestimate needs for
programmatic infrastructure, and
endeavor to ensure rapid and full 
access to all data generated by 
the program’s scientists.



1990







Geosat passes
8 - 24 May 1989

Atlantis II
XBTs

NASA P-3
AXBTs



Jim Yoder’s report of NASA P-3 
NABE over-flight mission of 2 May 1989

When asked about the P-3 fuel situation, the
pilot responded, “If we crash on our final approach
to Shannon, there won’t be much of a fire.”



















Lesson Learned

Don’t be afraid to jettison some plans



Carbon reservoirs (PgC) and fluxes (PgC/yr) (IPCC 2001)



Carbon reservoirs (PgC) and fluxes (PgC/yr) (IPCC 2001)



The master slide background?



IPCC

Projected for 2100, IPCC Scenario A2



Past and future carbon dioxide concentrations

IPCC



Earth’s temperature 1000 Earth’s temperature 1000 -- 21002100

IPCC



More than we ever could have imagined 2 decades ago.
today the world really needs the science that has 

been advanced by JGOFS

Most Important Lesson Learned

jjm


